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Those familiar with recent ufological history will remember Robert Lazar. I n
1989, Lazar came forward with an incredible story:  he had been recruited by the
US government to work at the top-secret Groom Lake/Area 51 research base,
better known as "Dreamland" (actually, at the S4 site, Papoose Mountain, which

is a few miles to the south of Groom Lake), to reverse-engineer alien spacecraft!
Researcher Tom Mahood conducted an openminded investigation of Lazar and posted a
timeline, beginning with his birth in Florida on January 26, 1959, and continuing through
to his problems with pandering charges, bankruptcy, etc. It was once a hot story, but now
many consider Lazar's was either a fabrication or deliberate disinformation.

However, the story of Bob Lazar's working on the "sports model" would not die, and
other test-site workers have affirmed that Bob did indeed work at the Nevada Test Site.
Other sources have said that the S4 facility is just as Bob describes it to be, and that
reverse engineering is conducted there in secret.  I have even met one computer engineer
who works on contract for the Navy at Area 51, who has reverse-engineered an alien
device. He is quite credible and is still on contract from time to time. Oh yes, he has a
genuine Area 51 badge—not one of the fun badges sold at UFO conferences.

Recently, friends of another scientist who worked at S4 stepped forward, and I have
taken on this new case—bearing in mind all those nasty critics out there. Why? Because
it fascinates me. This is the saga of a man held in captivity by his employers to the day
he died—supposedly some time between September and early October 2002.  His name:
Dr Dan Burisch.

Background on Dan B. Burisch, PhD 
Dan Burisch was born Danny Benjamin Crain on February 2, 1964.  In 1990, he mar-

ried Deborah Kay Burisch, who had a child from a previous marriage.  In 1995, he
changed his surname to Burisch to match the child's legal surname.

From his childhood it was clear that Dan had an aptitude for microbiology.  At the age
of eight he was taken under the wing of various hospital doctors and medical scientists in
what turned out to be an early start to an intriguing career in microbiology, much of it in
the military "black ops" world.  

Dan's education record is by no means complete, but for the time period 1982–85 he is
listed as a biologist and owner of Crain Environment Research in Las Vegas.  In 1986 he
received his BA in Psychology from University of Nevada, Las Vegas, and was
approached as a candidate for working on a project for the government.  In 1988 he was
awarded a Master of Divinity from St Patrick's Seminary, Menlo Park, California; and in
1989 he obtained a PhD in Microbiology and Molecular Genetics from the State
University of New York (SUNY), Stony Brook.  SUNY has already denied having a
record of this, but documents showing his educational record do exist.

As for his military service record, by 1989 he was ranked Captain in the US Navy and
was cleared to work at Groom Lake on Project Aquarius; his S4 badge was #H-6196MAJ.
A secrecy agreement for the Tonopah Test Range/R4809, dated October 14, 1989, and
bearing Burisch's (Crain's) signature, lists his SSAN [social security number], his rank as
"05", his title as "MB III" (Microbiology III), and his employer as US Navy Department
of Defense Naval Research Laboratory.  A later document gives his service rank as
Captain, US Naval Reserve, and his title as "Microbiologist IV".  In 1991 he was cleared
to work with a biowarfare unit and went to Iraq during Desert Storm, after which he was
awarded a Presidential citation for field service.  
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In 1994, Dan authored a report, Q-94-109A, coded COSMIC-
MAGIC, on samples taken from an extraterrestrial biological
entity (EBE) known as "AQ-J-Rod" on Project Aquarius.  He last
worked on Project Star Flower 1, involving the "Genesis Seed", up
to September 2002.

I am researching various specific references I have in my pos-
session which suffice to say that Dan did indeed work on a project
involving a live EBE.  I now know that J-Rod was an assistant to
EBE-3 and was assigned to the Groom Lake facility. J-Rod has
been held captive by Majestic so they could continue to conduct
tests by further examining his physiology.  He was due to leave in
1994, but is most likely still here.  (See website http://www.
ufoconspiracy.com/reports/mj12_ebes1_2_3_jarod.htm for the
story of the so-called "guests" of the US government.)

The commentary that follows is from my source:
"I was going through my files to find out about Dan's badge.

For what it's worth, I can tell you what it looked like, based on his
descriptions:  it was a white badge with two blue hash marks
across the upper left side.  Below these hash marks was his desig-
nated area, 'S4'.  Directly above the S4 was a star-shaped punch.
On his old badge, there were three letters underneath S4; they
were 'ETL' for 'ExtraTerrestrial Laboratory'.  In his later badges
they changed the 'ETL' to 'EBL', for
'Extraterrestrial Biological
Laboratory'.

"On the right-hand side of the
badge was 'MAJ' spelled vertically.
The badges also displayed the photo
of the scientist, and below this photo
was his name, assignment and badge
number (the H-number).  Along the
very bottom was either a 'DX' (stand-
ing for departmental transfer) or 'WX'
(standing for engineering transfer)
code which would allow the person
access to different parts of the pro-
ject, or 'pavilions' as they call them.
The reverse of this badge had a black mag-strip.  

"When Dan got his badge, it was usually paired up with an
orange badge that gave his number for logging into that facility
(Papoose) for the day.  Dan would receive a separate badge if he
needed to go to Floor 2, which, if I correctly remember his saying,
were for LG [Project Looking Glass] and SideKick."

Projects Conducted at S4
As a microbiologist, Dan's past research accomplishments cen-

tred around the elucidated roles of protein complexes on/in cell
membranes, and ecosystem analysis.

Dan also had an intense interest in Mars, its anomalies and its
potentials for life. He submitted a proposal to NASA, entitled
"On the Transplantation of Protozoa and the Exploitation of
Martian Exobiology:  The Case for Euglena viridis in the
Automated Biological Laboratory". NASA replied:  "Your pro-
ject has been found to contain sufficient intrinsic merit as to
enable integration into NSCORT [NASA Specialized Center of
Research and Training] Bioregenerative Life Support Division, a
sub-directorate of the Controlled Ecological Life Support Systems
(CELSS) Program of the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration."

In 1989, Dan was assigned as a microbiologist to Project
Aquarius, R-4800, Papoose Site 4 (S4) on the Nevada Test Site, at
the same location as Robert Lazar, though only briefly when
Lazar was there.  Eventually, around 1994, he was promoted to

the Working Group Leader position; he said this was because of
his excellent working relationship with J-Rod. He worked in the
underground biological lab that had been installed on Level 4.
The security procedures for entering the area included optical reti-
nal scan and voice-print identification. Showering, shaving,
decontamination and change of clothing were required before
entering the lab, which had been classified at a Biosafety Level of
5, which is not listed in the OSHA manuals. Here is a description
of Biosafety Level 4:

"Practices, safety equipment, and facilities are applicable to
work with dangerous and exotic agents which pose a high individ-
ual risk of life-threatening disease.  All manipulations of poten-
tially infectious diagnostic materials, isolates, and naturally or
experimentally infected animals pose a high risk of exposure and
infection to laboratory personnel.  Lassa Fever virus is representa-
tive of the micro-organisms assigned to Level 4."

I guess that coming into contact with extraterrestrial life-forms
is an additional level of hazard. Unknown microbes could be
transferred from the host to the workers.

Project Aquarius was only one of five compartmentalised pro-
jects conducted at the S4 facility.  It was an umbrella project with
a focus on the study of the EBEs.  

The others projects were:  
• Project Sigma:  to establish com-

munication with aliens. 
• Project G a l i l e o:  dealt with

propulsion systems and was the main
area of study for Bob Lazar. L a z a r
says he was taken to the briefing
room and told to study reports about
propulsion and the role of gravity as
the propulsion medium.  Harnessing,
amplifying and lensing the basic
gravity-A wave has many other
possibilities. 

• Project Sidekick: involved beam-
weapon technology.  

• Project Looking Glass:  dealt with space-time travel.  
All these projects were known by Dan, but their descriptions

and relationships will have to be investigated further.
Dan said he was allowed to read briefing documents regarding

the aliens and their technology, and there was something that
referred to a "Convergent Time Line", which could explain why
"they" are here, what they are doing and why sampling of the pop-
ulation and life-forms on this planet is being conducted.

According to Dan, the officer he reported to was then Vice-
Admiral J. M. McConnell, who from 1992 to 1996 was Director
of the National Security Agency (NSA), the agency responsible
for Signals Intelligence and for all classified information security
for the US government. McConnell served as the Intelligence
Officer for the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS-J2), during
the dissolution of the Soviet Union and Operation Desert Storm .
While serving on the Joint Staff, McConnell regularly briefed the
President and his Cabinet officers, international leaders and the
Senate and House of the US Congress.  He also appeared
regularly on international television as the US intelligence
spokesman during the Gulf War.  He achieved the rank of Vice-
Admiral in the US Navy, where he spent more than 25 years as an
operational intelligence officer.  McConnell is now retired into
civilian life and joined the strategic management and technology
consulting firm Booz Allen in March 1996.  

What impression do I have from meeting Dan? My impression
is that he was real and afraid. Like many others, he took a
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National Security Oath and had a tremendous interest in the sub-
ject of study, but could not share the details with the world at
large.

After all that I've heard and after piecing together over 20 dif-
ferent, amazing testimonies, I think I finally understand the reason
for the cover-up.  It is a story that spans aeons of time and
devolves on who we are and who they are. We are all related,
and DNA is the gem of the cosmos. There is so much that now
makes sense, once I had threaded it all together, that I am amazed
at the feel of it, the truth of it, and the miracle of space, time and
life.

The one thing I have heard time and again is that time is short,
that time is running out, that
big changes are ahead and
that the world may never be
the same again. Only when I
check this further will I report
on it. This is not just another
UFO story. The cosmic code
is there for all to use their
intelligence to decipher.

Project Star Flower
Dan was last working for

the "powers that be" on a pro-
ject once dubbed L o t u s, now
coded as Star Flower 1. This
project deals with the original
seeding of the Earth that start-
ed all forms of life. T h e
p a n s p e r m i a hypothesis holds
that life on Earth was seeded
from space, and that life's
evolution to higher forms
depends on genetic programs
that come from space.  It is a
wholly scientific, testable the-
ory for which evidence is
accumulating.

In accordance with new
ideas on evolutionary biology
beyond the neo-Darwinist
approach, Dan found that (1)
life comes from space; and (2)
the "Genesis Seed" has evidence of intelligent design and opera-
tion (not alien intelligence, but a Cosmic Creator intelligence).
Here is what he had to say about it:

"Since my beginning within M--- [blacked out], I have had the
distinct honor of having been assigned to some of the most inter -
esting projects known to humankind. From the work of Project
Aquarius to the sands of the Iq desert, I have attempted to…serve
my country with the greatest effort and efficiency. I deeply hope
that my latest assignment, in Africa, has served the interests of the
United States of America.

"For the past decade, I have been slowly formulating a thesis,
bringing together the research of the greatest minds of humanity to
attempt an answer to the ages-old question of our origins. That
formulation culminated in the L [Lotus] Project, later named
Project S Fl [Star Flower] . In a nutshell, we have found the key
elements to put together an ancient virus that not only once seeded
our beautiful planet, but whose integral parts still play an act of
continuous creation within the intricate web of life. That play, we
believe, pushes forward the complexity found within the biosphere,

to perfectly match species diversity to the other elements of our
living world. This sounds wonderful; however, just as there exist
subtle behavioral cues within child's play, so too we believe that
such also resides, hidden within the conjoined L.

"Being armed with the most ancient DNA codes, having the
power to manipulate the dance of the L, does not give us sufficient
knowledge, the authority of its maker or the right itself to conjoin,
synthesize or otherwise taunt it or its awesome powers. Our span
of control exists within the narrow range of careful study. To do
more, we risk humanity…"

Much of what Dan describes is very technical and deals with
protocols and procedures. I am currently contacting friendly sci-

entists to help decipher some
of this. There is more to all
of this which has been added
from other confidential
sources. It is always easy to
dismiss these extraordinary
claims, but I believe in going
beyond scepticism and inves-
tigating every nuance. There
is much going on here that
will finally make sense to
those with keen intuition.

We discussed DNA, but it
is not just the structure of the
molecules in DNA but the
resonances and vibrations that
relate to extraordinary mathe-
matical harmonies.

If DNA arrived from space,
embedded in a virus or
protective capsule, and split
into primary components (as
Dan believed), then
panspermia—the hypothesis
that life on Earth came from
seed elements deposited on
Earth in meteoric and
cometary collisions—may be
the normal way that planets
give birth to life by a sort of
cosmic fertilisation.

See overleaf for Dr Dan
Burisch's Last Letter.
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Sketch of J-Rod wearing a man's shirt.  The drawing is by retired mechanical
engineer Bill Uhouse, based on the entity's appearance at a science meeting with
physicist Edward Teller and other scientists in the 1970s or early 1980s.



THE LAST LETTER FROM DR DAN BURISCH 

This message is a response by Dan Burisch to another member
of the "projects" and contains plain language about his work,
his thoughts, his contact with J-Rod (also J-ROD or JAROD),

the extraordinary "Doctrine of the Convergent Timeline Paradox",
and his beliefs as a person and a scientist.

Dr Dan B. Burisch, the man who worked at Area 51/S4 and
turned whistleblower on genetic experiments, is now dead. This,
his last letter, written in September 2002, is recorded for posterity,
for it will be those who inherit the future who will discover the truth
or falsity of these statements.

— Bill Hamilton
Dear Politically Prepared:

This question stirs memories of my best buddy (we will call him
"Mike") and myself when strolling near the Old Chem Building, it
seems not so long ago.  He met with me, between my having to
attend a lecture and going to another session with a seasoned pro-
fessor trying to straighten up my youthful "problems" at that time
with my "melting point unit" technique—but that would be another
story.  :)  (I still hold that it was that particular damned machine's
fault!...  :()  ...)

Mike told me, between my over-eager questions about the black-
ops community I was preparing to enter, that a man of science, in
our community, was only as good as his ability to explain himself:
to his God, other scientists, and the non-science members.  Thus
far, I pray I have at least fulfilled the
first two in the list.  I feel comfortable
with the first (God), and given the
support of the various National
Laboratories and their quiet assisting
scientists, okay with the second.  The
third seems to be the greatest chal-
lenge.

If you have college preparation in
political science, I am hoping that you
have had at least some basic under-
graduate preparation in biology.  If
not, I fear that I will not have the time
necessary to explain myself before I
am due to return to the Shady Rest [a
nickname for the S4 facility].  If I fail, I
apologise in advance.

For so long I accepted the classical mechanisms that Darwinian
and Neo-Darwinian Theory provide (together with other
genetic/population dynamics data), and extended my science into
their accepted belief system:  the one that leaps from microevolu-
tionary changes that result in speciation, to the dogma of the com-
mon ancestor which links the evolutionary path (albeit dated) of the
earliest bacteria to the human.  I laughed with my fellow theorists at
the Creationists' "misinterpretation" that inanimate rock gradually
yields life.  I relegated the Creationist belief system to fanaticism,
and regarded the Darwinian belief system as science and truth.

Frankly, my experience in "training" for Project Aquarius and the
J-Rod extraterrestrial biological entity (EBE) did nothing but
enhance those beliefs.  As our future plays itself out (within the
conditions I have read), the genetic divergence which caused the
difference between we (now) and us (the J-Rod species, later) fit
well within the same mechanism posited for our gradual develop-
ment from a prehominid to the modern humans we see today.  The
interrelations with the Neanderthals and our current body shape also
promoted me along the trail of Darwinism.  This, together with the
psychological nature of the J-Rod (a future, evolved, logical and
mathematical/scientific kind), made an easy fit with the dogma of
modern evolutionary biology.  It was all good, and all my training
seemed to match.  Then I became his friend.

My experience with the J-Rod and his willingness to suffer for

his (and our) kind entranced me.  Was his willingness based on
logic and/or the preservation of favorable characteristics?  Well, it
could have been, and that was my supposition before friendship.
His current state may have had sequences that drove him to the
notions of altruism.  Once the bond was made, I found that while he
was aware that his nerve degeneration disorder could have a future
treatment, that was not his major concern.  Rather, this logical being
seemed, by virtue of constant statements, to long to help set straight
a series of errors in judgment and events that culminated in our
being separated from our spiritual nature.  He was searching for
something lost, not being driven by something gained (a mutation).
I had only really heard about the so-called "Orion beings".  He only
inferred their existence and called them the "Brothers", but he
spoke to me of the catastrophe that led to his people's existence, and
his "logical" processing of the need for rejoining because of "some-
thing" missing from his and the Brothers' DNA; something not
based in the sequences of the biomolecule…something he called the
"joined resonance".  

I soon put two and two together and looked to him as one of two
future species, in present time called Homo sapiens sapiens, and
found humanity to be greater than the sum of its base pairs.  Could
adaptive radiation and new speciation account for the future "true"
dichotomy, those same natures that we (now) as humans understand
to be both parts of us as a single species?  Didn't the base pairs and
the preservation of favourable characteristics through fortuitous

gene mutations answer to the differ-
ences between the J-Rods and the
"Brothers"? I asked him.

He replied (paraphrased as best as I
can remember), "We are here in your
present presence, asking for help."
This statement struck me dumb and
made me numb.  If the answer was
completely found in the material (han-
dled through logical process and with
technology) or completely spiritual
(handled by the so-called "higher
human self"), why not deal with it, my
dear J-Rods or my dear "Brothers",
yourselves, I reasoned, and he con-
firmed that we now possess something

unique, together with the necessary technological achievement
level, expressing itself from the spiritual through the material and
allowing us to contact a root genesis whence springs life on Earth.
He confirmed that this "contact" is allowed only while we are a
fused being, with both material and spiritual natures acting in both
complementary and internally (and intensely, I may add) disagree-
ing ways, through the "joined resonance".  In an effort to assist him
with his particular neuropathy (as no cure or treatment then existed)
and to possibly gain insight into the larger-scale problem of the
fracturing of humanity, I requested to know what he knew of the
genesis time.

The J-Rod rapidly approached me and grabbed me, knocking me
to the grated flooring of the clean sphere.  For the next 20–30 min-
utes (until my fellow scientists could drag me from the clean
sphere—they didn't have secondary suits ready to immediately
enter...and we are all told before entering of the possible things that
can go wrong!), he flooded my mind with moving images (like a
3D movie), thoughts and dulled emotions.  Some of the thoughts
appeared more as metaphors than concretized reality.  He showed
me the process of genesis from the perspective of his interaction
with the "Brothers".  So, I guess you could say that it is some kind
of extraterrestrial hearsay?  :)    

The images, I later found, were close to the ancient mandala of
creation, the Sri Yantra.  I saw a pearlescent lotus flower emerge
from a near-spherical crystal matrix, in which resided an object that
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looked like the Sri Yantra.  The Sri Yantra collapsed into itself
through successive stages that looked like the platonic solids, and
was carried along like a seed in a river of light to an oscillating drop
of water.  It entered the drop of water.

The drop of water divided into 12 parts by pinching itself off into
12 separate locations while each location stayed in contact with the
seed.  The seed divided (or "budded") itself into each of the 12
drops.  I was aware enough to count the parts and see that each
part's substance coalesced into what appeared as fully functioning
prokaryote and eukaryote varieties.  I witnessed one of the drops,
with rapidly dividing cells, as it seemed to become covered in a
dark red material.  The material pushed itself away and I looked
into the face of a man.  He felt like he was there and I could swear I
felt him breathe in.

Was this the dawn of humanity?  I struggle with the potential and
am torn in my soul, to this day, with the possible reality.  I didn't
see the destiny of the other drops, but since that time of experience
my thoughts have been very fertile! 

For a few years I plodded along with the
Serial Endosymbiotic Theory of Eukaryote
Origins (this is a cute way of saying that the
so-called complex cells are composites of sim-
pler cells that once danced the minuet of "I'll
eat you, or you'll eat me", then almost mysti-
cally agreed to remain one within another, giv-
ing a competitive edge in survival), and then
posited that a large virus may have seeded the
garden called Earth.  (Sound familiar?)  The
totipotent virus would necessarily possess a
unique genetic package sufficient to be the
forerunner of all Earth life.  I covered this
research, as I was still engaged with the Maji
in other pursuits and had not informed them of
the content of the message from the J-
Rod, within the framework of an
endosymbiotic research project that was
originally called Mission Genesis , a
staged logical next step from an
endosymbiosis project with which I had
been involved for a number of years.  

(In that early research I was originally
looking for ways to extend lengths of
time for bacterial and algal samples to
remain alive after they had been engulfed
as food by protozoa.  I was also conduct-
ing research into possible chemical sig-
nals being exchanged between the food-
stuff and the hungry protozoa.) 

During the early stages of Mission Genesis, I began looking into
the data points and resultant statistics of that very early research
project, which had become known as the FBM Project…or
Fresh–Brackish–Marine…as salinity levels were employed as one
of the variables (oxygen levels were another).  During that project, I
found points at which the hungry protozoa began to behave
unusually—that is, "predictably"—in their retention period of either
respiring foodstuffs (for example, a variety of bacteria) or
photosynthesizing foodstuffs (for example, algae).  I thought, "My
God, have I found some kind of biochemical or behavioral trace to
an original engulfment, which according to the endosymbiosis
theory ultimately gave rise to mitochondria and plastids like
chloroplasts?" Looking further into the data, my team observed
clusters of data points in areas that could be easily mathematically
related to the Golden Mean/Phi Ratio (an important ratio found in
nature), the age of the Earth as currently determined by science, and
the incorporation/retention rates of viral strands in prokaryotic and
eukaryotic genomes.  

Mission Genesis was then moved forward to confirm the original
FBM results and to further elucidate the data points.  Further, I
determined that it may be good to test these hungry protozoa in the
presence of strata of differing ages.  I placed this subset of the pro-
ject in motion, just in case variance may be found amongst the
behaviors of the hungry little protozoa, when they were in the pres-
ence of the minerals from rock of various ages.  (Refer the data
points relating to the Earth's age!) 

Frenchman's Mountain [just east of Las Vegas] was determined a
nice setting because of the availability of ages that range from 1.7
billion years (or so) before present to 20 million years (or so) before
present.  The research was started at the oldest area, the Vishnu
Schist, after what amounted to a flip of the coin among my team
members.  

Soon after research was initiated and small samples were being
harvested, an unusual event was captured on video during a test of
the rock's electrical properties.  As electrical current was applied to
the rock, thin heat streams emanating from that area were observed

on infrared.  At that time, a heat target was also
observed nearby.  That area was destined to be
the target location for the Staar-Flower
Astrophysics Unit…and the so-called
"Stargate" area that is responsive to electro-
magnetic thumps from the HAARP unit.  The
infrared streams interested me and I repeated
the experiment using a great deal more elec-
tricity.  This test (May 31, 2001) resulted in a
heat liberation I termed a "flare".  

Further tests were conducted using varying
electrical pulse levels until the high limit was
found that would be detected on infrared, but
not visually.  That level was employed during
microscopic analysis of the rock's crystals, in

the presence of strands of algae.  (This
ultimately led to the discovery of the so-
called Ganesh particle.)  At that point, the
Maji asked me "just what the hell" I had
in mind with all of this and where the idea
came from.  I seemed too prepared for the
results and was the one that had requested
the massive infrared study be concurrent-
ly conducted during my early tests at the
Vishnu Schist.  From their viewpoint I
seemed to be working a process with one
stated framework, but really was engag-
ing in something quite different.  Oops, I
was caught!  :) 

A deal was struck, one that you will readily understand...quid pro
quo, anyone?  In exchange for knowledge of the "big" interaction
with the J-Rod, the day I saw the images, I would be placed in the
need-to-know about the Doctrine of the Convergent Timeline
Paradox (DCTP), something I was barely allowed to know
about…and only because I had told them about some of J-Rod's
responses to my early questions.  As I saw images, that day, of what
looked like Inca City, Mars, but in its heyday…I wanted to know
how all this figured together.  The totality of my knowledge of the
DCTP is known information within this community.  I doubt I
could add anything of interest (save one aspect to come that could
possibly utilize the Lotus to assist the J-Rods and "Brothers").  The
thought that the gods of Sumer and other places were the misinter-
preted future humanity, viewed as magical instead of technological,
strikes me deeply.  What could they have been thinking, to tinker
with the pulse of time and alter our genome and history?  

I hope that my giving to you the association between what is now
called Project L o t u s and how I came upon the idea, satisfies that
part of your request.  
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After the deal was struck, the research continued.  I had long felt
and related that should a huge virus have been the progenitor of life
on Earth, its artifact would be found in the strata as well as within
the living cells.  The aforementioned data also leaned me in that
direction.  The Ganesh particles, under the correct electrical
impulse levels, were observed being liberated from the crystalline
rock.  

It is currently believed that the Ganesh particle is a dense collec-
tion of electromagnetism or a collection of electromagnetic waves
containing information and floating in a river of less-dense electro-
magnetism.  As each particle (dense collection) passes a nearby liv-
ing object, the image of the shape of that object appears to bend
over and onto the particle, giving the false appearance that the parti-
cle is actually such a prosaic item.  When it nears its destination
(the method of that target determination not yet known), it hovers
above the target cell, then chemically communicates with it by
spraying what appears to be chemical substances upon the target
cell's surface.  It lands and instantly begins a rapid division process
that ultimately results in a bridge of cells that connects the target
cell to a nearby cell.  The cells of the bridge stop their life
sequences at particular points, offering some kind of frozen library
whence the target algae cells could be given necessary information
to change and help them.  

A tube, with a needle-like penetrating end, enters the nucleus of
the target cell and the cell at the other
end of the bridge.  This tube (for purpos-
es of name assignment called the Shiva
Linga) winds all of the way through the
bridge between the two cells (the target
cell and the one on the other end of the
bridge).  The tube can be observed
entering the nuclei of all of the bridge
cells between the target cell and the cell
at the other end of the bridge.  After a
few minutes, the bridge detaches and
disintegrates.  Biochemistry of the sur-
rounding medium revealed no traces of
the substance that created the bridge.  It
is possible that the bridges are composed
of some kind of condensed electromag-
netism, taking the form of cells.  Damaged cells were exposed to
the particles.  The actions of the Ganesh particles resulted in both
partial and full restoration of normal cellular function.  

It has been recently determined that Ganesh particles will attach
to normal cells, use the penetrating tube to enter the cell's nucleus,
but not form bridges to other cells.  The results of the communica-
tion between the Ganesh particles and normal cells remains
unknown.  The cells of the crossbridges are as tenuous and fragile
as clouds.  

The restorative ability, ascribed to these particles, is being inves-
tigated as a possible treatment for the J-Rods' neuropathy.  To date,
the Ganesh particles have not been used in vivo , in J-Rods.
Theorists are also working on the possible uses of the Lotus (rock
emission component + Ganesh particle + cell interaction compo-
nent) for everything from ecological remediation to how its use
could reset certain aspects within the DCTP.  I remain opposed to
any application until much more is known about it.  

The origin point of these particles has been determined.  It's
quartz.  That is, the vibrating quartz crystal.  I am under direct order
that "I am not at liberty at this time to announce the form of quartz
or how the crystal may accommodate the liberation of Ganesh parti-
cles"; that order also holds for known changes in the genome of the
cells targeted by the Ganesh particles.  There are implicit
weaponization issues that cannot be broached in this medium.
Albeit this whole paper will be set for some kind of classification, I
am sure!  :)  

The base pairs, decoded from a worldwide detection of ultra-low-
frequency emissions at 1.618033 Hz, appear to match certain base
strings found in the target (injured) cells while they are being
repaired through the actions of the Ganesh particle–created cells of
the bridges.  The strings, working in concert with resident viral
components of the genome (what I will call the Vishnu part of the
Lotus) appear to set in motion a rapid cascade of activation and
deactivation gene switches that promote cellular repair.  I am not
allowed to speak more to that issue at this time.  

By the way, if you are from Sweetness or working for, or in
cooperation with that unit, I won't help you anyway.  

In nearly every paper I have authored about the Lotus, I have
given a warning that the Ganesh particle (what I believe could be
the seed of life) is not to be toyed with.  Further, that it may play in
the higher scheme (the Tree of Life and the Fruit of the Tree of
Life), found detailed in sacred literature throughout many cultures.
My warnings have seemingly come true in a few instances.  

Some attempts to use this project in manners that would
immediately lead to an applied technology have resulted in bad
things happening to those doing it.  Reports of angelic beings,
described in a manner very like how the Kerubim [s i c] allegedly
appear, have been detailed to me.  A noted occurrence at the Shady
Rest resulted in physical injury to certain personnel and massive
property damage.  Other reports, centering around the Staar-Flower

(originally called Star Flower by me…I
guess they like their spelling better!)
team at the Frenchman's Mountain,
detailed severe physical and emotional
injury to personnel, and the loss of
personnel altogether.  The alleged
beings have red-coal-like eyes, multiple
(four) faces, and are dangerous to those
not heeding warnings to give distance.
It remains unknown whether the
Frenchman beings related to the Lotus
or the alleged stargate.  The beings
reported having done damage at the
Shady Rest were described in a way that
could lead one to the belief that they are
Kerubim, and such beings allegedly did

directly announce that the Lotus is related to the Seed and Fruit of
the Tree of Life.  I say:  be careful!  That's all I can say.  I am trying
to be careful and respectful.

We have enlisted the assistance of a very professional remote
viewer who is attempting to help us clear a sacred path that doesn't
upset those seemingly in spiritual charge of this phenomenon.
Results of the remote viewing exercises have assisted us in seeing
the phenomenon from a philosophical, spiritual, and sacred geome-
try perspective.  Some may conclude that such application (even in
such an advisory capacity) isn't doing science.  That's fine with me.
We will continue to use it and hold its results in the right frame of
reference.  As previously stated by me in other papers:  the Cosmos,
Life, preceded the tool of the whim of man, called the scientific
method.

In conclusion, I want to thank you for the request, and say that I
hope I have in some measure answered to it.  I suppose when we
arrived at our mutual destiny, we will know whether this project
was of benefit.  I seek a future not filled with the paranoia of such
projects as the Rain Dancer and its needless introduction of an
agent to the sum of humanity.  In that vein, and with those things of
this project to which I have just (in the last few hours) been made
privy and am sadly not allowed to say:  I see a future filled with the
"Fruit of the Light of Loving-kindness" and "Healing through
Togetherness".

Yours very truly,
Dan Burisch

I am under direct order 
that "I am not at liberty at 
this time to announce the 
form of quartz or how the 
crystal may accommodate 
the liberation of Ganesh

particles"…
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